S C O T S M A N
M I L L I O NS O F M ACH I N ES S T RO NG. M AK I NG I CE T H E WORL D DEM A N DS.

I N N OVAT I NG ICE MACH I N ES. REI N V EN T I NG ICE.

At Scotsman,

H

we’ve been on the cutting edge of ice machine technology since introducing our first
crystal-clear, slow-melting ice cube in 1950. It’s a breakthrough that put us on the
map — and it paved the way for more than a half century of continuous innovation.
Today, we proudly offer the industry’s broadest and most reliable and energy-efficient
line of ice machines available, with many models carrying the EPA ENERGY STAR seal.
Our goal is to deliver superior performance every day, from award-winning,
U.S.-based manufacturing and high-quality materials to user-friendly functionality and
world-class service and support. It’s ice on a whole new level — and it’s how Scotsman
is helping today’s operators do more.

CHOOSING THE PERFECT ICE FOR YOUR NEEDS.
When selecting the ideal ice machine for your operation, it’s essential to consider the
amount and type of ice that best suits your needs. From cubes to flakes to nuggets, and
from small-volume machines to high-capacity models, Scotsman has you covered. For more
assistance, take advantage of our ice machine configurator at Scotsman-ice.com.

´ Capacity

Guidelines
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FACILITY

USAGE

QSR

0.9 lb. per customer or 7.4 lbs. per seat
2 oz. per 8- to 10-oz. drink
4 oz. per 12- to 16-oz. drink
6 oz. per 20-oz. drink
8 oz. per 32-oz. drink

RESTAURANT

1.7 lbs. per customer
5.0 lbs. per seat

SALAD BAR

35 lbs. per cubic foot of display
(multiply by 2 or 3, depending on estimated refills required)

COCKTAIL LOUNGE

3 lbs. per customer

LODGING

3 lbs. per room
(substantially more if guests are allowed to fill ice chests)

HEALTHCARE

7 lbs. per patient per bed
2 lbs. per employee

CONVENIENCE STORE/
CUSTOMER SELF-SERVICE

4 oz. per 12-oz. drink
7 oz. per 20-oz. drink
10 oz. per 32-oz. drink
(for cold plates, add 50% more)

´ Ice Forms
SMALL AND MEDIUM CUBE ICE
Our familiar crystal-clear diced cube form is perfect for mixed drinks,
carbonated beverages, ice dispensing and banquet services. For
optimum liquid displacement, we recommend the small cube size.

NUGGET ICE
Soft, cylindrical and slow-melting, our proprietary nugget ice is The
Original Chewable Ice® — a customer favorite for decades. Ideal for
carbonated beverages, food displays, ice dispensing and therapeutic
applications in the healthcare market, Scotsman Nugget Ice® is our
most versatile ice form. Each individual piece remains free-flowing at
all times while helping drinks cool rapidly and maintain their flavor. It
is also ideal for blending applications. And now, Scotsman introduces
the H2 Nugget — a soft, chewable ice form — available in the
Meridian™ Series models only.

FLAKE ICE
These small pieces of ice combine fast cooling power with very low
production costs, making them a smart choice for everything from
blended cocktails and salad bars to produce, seafood and meat
displays. Flake ice is also a popular ice form for therapeutic use in
healthcare facilities.

GOURMET ICE
Available in the CU0515 and CU50 models only, our special gourmet
ice cubes are ideal for bar use, waitress stations, office suites and
break rooms. Their size and longevity make them the perfect choice
for re-icing glasses while their non-stick quality and slow-melting
design make scooping easier than ever. Exact dimensions of our
gourmet cube are 1" x 1¹∕8" x 1¼".
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P R O D I G Y P L U S® F E AT U R E S

The next generation of ice-making
technology puts customers first.
Introducing Prodigy Plus from Scotsman.
®

Nearly a decade after debuting our original Prodigy® platform — a revolutionary collection
of features that helped prevent downtime, lower costs and improve ice quality — Scotsman
is proud to introduce the latest evolution of ice-making technology: Prodigy Plus®. Now it’s
easier than ever for operators to get the information they need, keep things running smoothly
and save on both water and energy.
At the heart of Prodigy Plus® technology is invaluable feedback from our customers, all gained
through thousands of models sold. Armed with this real-world market research and backed
by the expertise of our designers and engineers, Scotsman has once again set the bar for
efficiency, functionality and accessibility.

Self-aligning front panel

Relocated lights and QR code

Scan to learn more.
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One-touch cleaning

A powerful lineup of intuitive features.
Across the board.
With Prodigy Plus® technology available on most modular cube, flake and nugget ice machines, Scotsman
is changing the way ice is made. More intuitive. More capable. More efficient. Learn what makes the
Prodigy Plus® platform so unique.

AUTOALERT™
INDICATOR LIGHTS

Relocated to the lower left corner of the panel for enhanced visibility, our innovative LED lights keep
you informed about your unit’s status, alerting staff when it’s time to descale, sanitize and more.

IMPROVED QR CODE PLACEMENT
AND ACCESS

Get immediate access to unit-specific technical service and warranty history information with our
industry-exclusive QR code technology.

FRONT-LOCATED AIR FILTER

The reusable air filter in all Prodigy Plus® 22" and 30" air-cooled cube ice machines has been
relocated to the front for added clearance, breathability and efficiency. All Prodigy Plus® modular
cube, flake and nugget ice machines operate at maximum efficiency.

AMONG THE INDUSTRY’S SMALLEST
OPERATIONAL FOOTPRINT

Our 22" and 30" cube ice machines feature a relocated air filter, joining our flake and nugget ice
machines in allowing for minimal side clearance that helps maximize space.

SELF-ALIGNING FRONT PANEL

ONE-TOUCH CLEANING

PATENTED WATERSENSE
TECHNOLOGY

VARI-SMART™ ICE LEVEL CONTROL
(OPTIONAL)

Redesigned for fast removal and simple access to all serviceable components, this robust front panel
features screws located easily within reach.
The Prodigy Plus® cube ice machine has a streamlined cleaning process that runs with the single
push of a button, eliminating the need for constant monitoring by a technician.
Our adaptive purge control reduces scale buildup by adjusting to your facility’s water quality,
resulting in more sanitary ice and even extended time between cleanings. In good water conditions,
WaterSense allows the machine to operate using less water, resulting in lower utility costs.
This optional water- and energy-saving feature enables you to customize ice levels, ensuring
customers get the ice they need.

SMART-BOARD™ ADVANCED
FEATURE MODULE (OPTIONAL)

This optional feature provides NAFEM data protocol, as well as additional operational data for early
alerts and fast diagnosis of potential issues.

PATENTED HARVEST ASSIST

Our exclusive system uses a minimal amount of hot gas and a unique probe to push ice into the bin,
ensuring a consistently available supply, and optimum energy efficiency.

ENERGY STAR-QUALIFIED
MODELS

Many of our Prodigy Plus®-equipped units are ENERGY STAR-qualified, saving you water,
energy and dollars.

BUILT-IN ANTIMICROBIAL
PROTECTION

AquaArmor, which utilizes AgION®, is molded directly into key internal components to protect
your machine between cleanings.
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P R O D I G Y P L U S® C U B E I C E M A C H I N E S

A customer favorite. An industry leader.
Scotsman was the world’s first manufacturer to design and develop the self-monitoring cube ice
machine. Prodigy Plus® cube ice machines make it easier than ever to maintain your equipment
and save money. Whether it’s the advanced ice level control or an optional feature board for quick
diagnostics, this is ice making reimagined. And with intuitive technology like external indicator
lights, a reduced operational footprint and easy-access service from a single panel, a Prodigy Plus®
cube ice machine is simply the smartest, most reliable way to create fresh-tasting ice — every time.
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The Prodigy Plus difference is clear.
®

Discover all the ways that Prodigy Plus® technology sets Scotsman cube ice machines apart
from the competition.
Refer to
pages 4 - 5
for additional
PRODIGY PLUS®
information

AUTOALERT™ INDICATOR LIGHTS — relocated for better visibility
SELF-ALIGNING FRONT PANEL — offering easier access to key components
FRONT-LOCATED AIR FILTER — for maximum efficiency
REDUCED OPERATIONAL FOOTPRINT — among the industry’s smallest

CONVENIENT QR CODE PLACEMENT — one-step access to manuals and warranty history information
ONE-TOUCH CLEANING — helping reduce labor costs
PATENTED WATERSENSE PURGE CONTROL — reduces scale buildup
BUILT-IN ANTIMICROBIAL PROTECTION — ensuring safe, clean operation
SMART-BOARD™ ADVANCED FEATURE MODULE (optional) — advanced diagnostic capabilities
VARI-SMART™ ICE LEVEL CONTROL (optional) — for customizable ice levels

Right at home in a variety of settings.
Scotsman Prodigy Plus® cube ice machines offer a dependable ice-making solution
for everything from restaurants and convenience stores to bars, hotels and more.

Not just reliable, but reliably quiet.
With a unique fan blade design and quieter compressors, Scotsman Prodigy Plus® cube
ice machines reduce the noise of ice making versus competing models. All external panel
components are crafted for superior fit and finish, as well as aesthetic appeal.

PRODIGY PLUS CUBE ICE MACHINES
®

MODELS		
C0322

C0522

C0722

C0330

C0530

C0630

C0830

C1030

C1448

C1848

C2148

C2648

356

475

790

350

525

776

905

1,077

1,553

1,909

2,248

2,570

WIDTH		 22"

22"

22"

30"

30"

30"

30"

30"

48"

48"

48"

48"

DEPTH		 24"

24"

24"

24"

24"

24"

24"

24"

24"

24"

24"

28.5"

HEIGHT		 23"

23"

29"

23"

23"

23"

29"

29"

29"

29"

29"

34"

ICE PRODUCTION (LB.)*

* Approximate ice production, per 24 hours, based on air-cooled condenser unit at 70°F air and 50°F water.
For more information on sizing, visit www.scotsman-ice.com.
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P R O D I G Y P L U S® E C L I P S E ® C U B E I C E M A C H I N E S

Quiet innovation that’s making
quite an impact.
With unique Eclipse® technology that moves the compressor and condenser to the roof of the
facility, our Prodigy Plus® Eclipse® cube ice machines deliver smart, energy-efficient performance
in a smaller, quieter platform than ever. Our ECC condenser design provides superior corrosion
resistance while powering a machine so versatile it can be used at a drive-through window, a
self-serve beverage station or anywhere you need a high-capacity ice source.
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Smart design that won’t interfere.
The ECC Series rooftop compressor and condenser both divert noise and heat
away from customers and workers, while the unit’s small footprint allows it
to fit snugly against a wall for unmatched point-of-use flexibility.

Technology that equals reliability.
Thanks to a special pressure regulator valve, the Prodigy Plus® Eclipse® cube ice
machine always operates within the manufacturer’s operational envelope. This
significantly reduces the stress on the compressor, which extends its operational life.

Easy to clean. Easy to service.
With a depth of 16.5" on the 22" model ensuring clear access to the front of the dispenser,
the Prodigy Plus® Eclipse® makes cleaning easier, faster and more thorough. And with most of
the refrigeration system located outside, technicians can perform service without interrupting
employees or customers.

PRODIGY PLUS ECLIPSE CUBE ICE MACHINES
®

®

MODEL 			

EH222		

EH330		

EH430

ICE PRODUCTION (LB.)*		

850-1,030 		

1,411 		

1,425-1,775

WIDTH			22"		 30"		 30"
DEPTH			16.5"		 24"		 24"
HEIGHT			29"		 23"		 29"
* Approximate ice production, per 24 hours, based on air-cooled condenser unit at 70°F air and 50°F water.
For more information on sizing, visit www.scotsman-ice.com.
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P R O D I G Y P L U S® N U G G E T I C E M A C H I N E S

Superior performance with every cup.
Ever since we invented our soft, chewable Scotsman Nugget Ice®, The Original Chewable Ice®,
it’s been a true customer favorite. Now the same popular ice form is available from a machine
with more innovative self-monitoring technology than ever before. With the next-generation
diagnostics on our Scotsman Prodigy Plus® nugget ice machines, operators can help ensure
superior performance while enjoying maximum efficiency — every day. And with features like
advanced ice level control, a small operational footprint and easy-access service from a single
panel, a Prodigy Plus® nugget ice machine is the smart choice for today’s busy foodservice and
hospitality environments.
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The Prodigy Plus difference is clear.
®

Discover all the ways that Prodigy Plus® technology sets Scotsman Nugget Ice® machines apart
from the competition.
Refer to
pages 4 - 5
for additional
PRODIGY PLUS®
information

AUTOALERT™ INDICATOR LIGHTS — relocated for better visibility
SELF-ALIGNING FRONT PANEL — offering easier access to key components
FRONT-LOCATED AIR FILTER — for maximum efficiency
SMALL OPERATIONAL FOOTPRINT — helping maximize space

CONVENIENT QR CODE PLACEMENT — one-step access to manuals and warranty history information
BUILT-IN ANTIMICROBIAL PROTECTION — ensuring safe, clean operation
SMART-BOARD™ ADVANCED FEATURE MODULE (optional) — advanced diagnostic capabilities
VARI-SMART™ ICE LEVEL CONTROL (optional) — for customizable ice levels

Special drinks call for a very special ice form.
From fruit smoothies and frozen cappuccinos to blended margaritas and more,
Scotsman Nugget Ice® helps drinks cool rapidly without foaming while providing
a smooth, refreshing palate.

Highly efficient operation.
Our Prodigy Plus® nugget ice machines are highly efficient, using up to 50% less water
and 15% less energy than cube ice machines — good news not only in terms of conservation,
but for the bottom line as well.

PRODIGY PLUS NUGGET ICE MACHINES
®

MODELS 		

ICE PRODUCTION (LB.)*

N0422 		

N0622 		

N0922		

N1322 		

NME1854**

356		475		790		 350		 525

WIDTH		 22"		22"		22"		 30"		 30"
DEPTH		24"		24"		24"		24"		24"
HEIGHT		23"		23"		29"		23"		23"
* Approximate ice production, per 24 hours, based on air-cooled condenser unit at 70°F air and 50°F water.
** Does not contain Prodigy Plus® technology.
For more information on sizing, visit www.scotsman-ice.com.

Scotsman invented nugget ice, The Original Chewable Ice®, in 1981 — and ever since,
customers have been known to seek out their favorite ice wherever it’s offered.

´
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P R O D I G Y P L U S® F L A K E I C E M A C H I N E S

The power to perform. Anytime, anywhere.
From restaurants to healthcare facilities and a variety of operations in between, flake ice is
greatly preferred for its small size and soft texture — and now everyone can enjoy this popular
ice form with more reliability and efficiency than ever with Scotsman Prodigy Plus® flake ice
machines. Available with our innovative Prodigy Plus® self-diagnostic technology, our line of flake
ice machines delivers the highest level of performance, whether you’re keeping salad bar items
crisp, chilling soft drinks on display or blending mixed drinks.
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The Prodigy Plus difference is clear.
®

Discover all the ways that Prodigy Plus® technology sets Scotsman flake ice machines apart
from the competition.
Refer to
pages 4 - 5
for additional
PRODIGY PLUS®
information

AUTOALERT™ INDICATOR LIGHTS — relocated for better visibility
SELF-ALIGNING FRONT PANEL — offering easier access to key components
FRONT-LOCATED AIR FILTER — for maximum efficiency
SMALL OPERATIONAL FOOTPRINT — helping maximize space

CONVENIENT QR CODE PLACEMENT — one-step access to manuals and warranty history information
BUILT-IN ANTIMICROBIAL PROTECTION — ensuring safe, clean operation
SMART-BOARD™ ADVANCED FEATURE MODULE (optional) — advanced diagnostic capabilities
VARI-SMART™ ICE LEVEL CONTROL (optional) — for customizable ice levels

Maximize your ice capacity.
When you place two units side by side on a 48" bin, you can increase your facility’s ice
production to more than 3,000 pounds per 24 hours. It’s just one more way to get more out
of your equipment with Scotsman innovation.

PRODIGY PLUS FLAKE ICE MACHINES
®

MODELS 		

F0522 		

F0822 		

F1222 		

F1522 		

FME2404**

ICE PRODUCTION (LB.)*

450 		

800 		

1,100 		

1,570 		

2,455

WIDTH		

22" 		

22" 		

22" 		

22" 		

42"

DEPTH		24"		24"		24"		24"		24"
HEIGHT		

23" 		

23" 		

27" 		

27" 		

27"

* Approximate ice production, per 24 hours, based on air-cooled condenser unit at 70°F air and 50°F water. Three-phase models available.
** Does not contain Prodigy Plus® technology.
For more information on sizing, visit www.scotsman-ice.com.
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P R O D I G Y® S E L F - CO N TA I N E D U N D E R CO U N T E R C U B E

Undercounter capability meets
Prodigy performance.
®

Compact enough to fit under a standard 40" counter, the Prodigy® self-contained undercounter
cube ice machine from Scotsman is an innovative combination of space-saving design and smart
technology. These convenient, accessible cube ice machines feature the energy-efficient, selfmonitoring Prodigy® platform — yet are small enough to be built in almost anywhere. An optional
floor mount kit lowers the height of the unit to 33.5", allowing placement under even lower counters.
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ICE MACHINES

Get the right solution the first time.
With a removable door and top, Prodigy® self-contained undercounter cube ice machines
provide ample access to internal components, so they’re always easy to service and clean.

PRODIGY SELF-CONTAINED UNDERCOUNTER CUBE ICE MACHINES
®

MODEL 			

CU1526 		

CU2026 		

CU3030

ICE PRODUCTION (LB.)*		

150 		

200 		

250

ICE STORAGE (LB.)

		

80 		

80 		

110

WIDTH			

26" 		

26" 		

30"

DEPTH			

27" 		

27" 		

30"

HEIGHT**			

33" 		

33" 		

33"

* Approximate ice production, per 24 hours, based on air-cooled condenser unit at 70°F air and 50°F water.
** Add 6" to height for legs.
For more information on sizing, visit www.scotsman-ice.com.
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SEL F - CO N TA I N ED U N DERCOU N T ER I CE M ACH I N ES

Find your most convenient location.
With Scotsman’s self-contained undercounter ice machines, you can pick the location for your
ice machine that’s best for your operation — with a unit height that fits perfectly under a 40"
counter. Their front-facing access, air circulation and serviceability make it easy to have ice on hand
wherever you need it most. From under the bar to inside the laboratory or break room, Scotsman’s
self-contained units deliver high-volume capacity and efficiency in a small, manageable footprint.

CU50

CU0515

AFE424
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Choose your ice form.
Scotsman is proud to offer both flake and cube ice machines in our undercounter configuration,
giving you the power to access exactly the right ice form when space is limited. From bar use to
upscale dining and office suites, there’s a Scotsman undercounter unit that’s right for you.

SELF-CONTAINED UNDERCOUNTER
FLAKE ICE MACHINES
MODEL			AFE424

ICE FORM			Flake
ICE PRODUCTION (LB.)*		395
ICE STORAGE (LB.)

		80

WIDTH			24.25"
DEPTH			24"
HEIGHT**			23"

SELF-CONTAINED UNDERCOUNTER
CUBE ICE MACHINES
MODEL			 CU50		CU0515

ICE FORM			

Gourmet 		

ICE PRODUCTION (LB.)*		

65 		

ICE STORAGE (LB.)

Gourmet
84

		26		 24

WIDTH			15"		15"
DEPTH			

22" 		

23.63"

HEIGHT**			34"		 29"
* Approximate ice production, per 24 hours, based on air-cooled condenser unit at 70°F
air and 50°F water.
** Add 5.25" height for legs for Model CU0515 and 6" height for legs for Model AFE424.
For more information on sizing, visit www.scotsman-ice.com.

For additional information on Scotsman’s
gourmet cube ice form, refer to page 3.

´
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ESSENTIAL ICE™ MACHINES

Easy and efficient. Simple as that.
With a space-saving slide-up door, an intuitive control panel and environmentally friendly
dynamics, the Essential Ice™ line from Scotsman has the base features you need in a
self-contained ice-making solution. Its reliability, ease of use and unbeatable value combine
to give you superior performance in a smaller footprint, and all Essential Ice™ units are ADA
compliant and either meet or exceed DOE standards. From the very first scoop, you’ll agree
it’s the simple way to get clear, fresh-tasting ice when you need it.
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A perfectly clear solution.
Using our innovative horizontal evaporator featuring spray jets, the Essential Ice™ line from
Scotsman prevents minerals from freezing in cubes — ensuring you get pure ice every time.

A smart choice.
The Essential Ice™ line from Scotsman comes with an industry-leading three-year warranty
and is manufactured in our award-winning facility in Fairfax, SC.

ESSENTIAL ICE™ SELF-CONTAINED CUBE ICE MACHINE
MODEL 			

CU0415 		

CU0715 		

CU0920

ICE PRODUCTION (LB.)*		

58 		

80 		

100

ICE STORAGE (LB.)			

36 		

36 		

57

WIDTH			

15" 		

15" 		

20"

DEPTH			

24" 		

24" 		

24"

HEIGHT**			

38" 		

38" 		

38"

* Approximate ice production, per 24 hours, based on air-cooled condenser unit at 70°F air and 50°F water.
** Includes 6" adjustable legs.
Optional Floor mount kit available to lower height to 32".
For more information on sizing, visit www.scotsman-ice.com.
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MERI DI A N™ ICE A N D WAT ER DISPENSER S

It’s ice- and water-dispensing technology
you can count on.
Introducing Meridian from Scotsman.
™

With the Meridian™ lineup, Scotsman has combined legendary reliability, time-saving
serviceability and convenient cleaning innovations in one solution. Born out of extensive market
research, Meridian™ was developed with space, production and installation in mind — and
delivers the softest, most satisfying ice on the market today — the H2 Nugget — all while
meeting DOE standards.

TM

Scan to learn more.
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Designed for a wide range of facilities
and applications.
From fast-paced healthcare environments to busy office suites, break rooms and cafeterias, Meridian™
delivers reliable performance, easy service access and convenient cleaning capability to help save
valuable time and labor.

BETTER DISPENSING

With best-in-class technology powered by infrared sensors that intuitively sense start and duration,
Meridian™ models feature the largest dispensing envelope of any unit on the market and offset spouts
to accommodate a variety of containers.

REDUCED OPERATIONAL FOOTPRINT

Ideal for any area where space is at a premium, Meridian™ models have one of the smallest operational
footprints of any comparable unit on the market.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

With electronic controls and a highly efficient compressor, Meridian™ models are up to 15% more efficient
than the competition, providing the most energy savings possible for today’s facilities.

INTUITIVE DIAGNOSTICS

Easy-to-identify internal LED indicator lights on every Meridian™ model keep maintenance staff informed of
the unit’s operating status, helping them quickly diagnose potential issues and minimize costly downtime.

FRONT ACCESS TO KEY
COMPONENTS

An easy-to-remove front panel provides instant access for diagnosing potential issues, servicing key
components or quickly replacing parts.

CONVENIENT QR CODE ACCESS

An industry-exclusive QR code connects operators and technicians with unit-specific information, including
parts lists, service manuals and warranty history information.

BUILT-IN ANTIMICROBIAL
PROTECTION

All Meridian™ products feature AquaArmor with AgION®, a silver-based antimicrobial compound molded
directly into key components to help inhibit the growth of microbes, bacteria, mold and algae.

TOUCH-FREE TECHNOLOGY

Scotsman’s NSF-compliant infrared design was an industry first, eliminating levers and buttons that can
increase the risk of cross-contamination.

MERIDIAN ICE AND WATER DISPENSERS
™

MODEL 			

HID312 		

HID525 		

ICE PRODUCTION (LB.)*		

260 		

500 		

500

ICE STORAGE (LB.)

12 		

25 		

40

		

HID540

WIDTH			16.25"		21.25"		21.25"
DEPTH			24.38"		 24.38"		 24.38"
HEIGHT**			35"		 35"		 41"
* Approximate ice production, per 24 hours, based on air-cooled condenser unit at 70°F air and 50°F water.
** Add 4" to height for optional legs.

Optional locking stand available for Meridian units.

´
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I CE VA L E T® H OT EL I CE D I S P EN S ER S

Keeping guests refreshed around the clock.
Serving your guests should be your top priority — not worrying about an unreliable ice machine.
With the Prodigy Plus®-compatible iceValet® hotel ice dispenser, you get dependable performance
that allows you to focus on keeping your guests satisfied. With a sleek, modern appearance, your
choice of widths and an easy-to-use dispensing chute, the iceValet® is a smart solution for every
floor of your facility.
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Available in two convenient sizes.
Designed to accommodate virtually any hotel ice bucket size, the iceValet® features an improved
7.75" sink depth — and with an optional water filler and ice storage of up to 180 pounds
available in the 30" unit, it’s ready to handle peak demand during weekends and holidays.

Keeping up appearances.
Both sizes of the iceValet® feature a clean stainless steel exterior that fits perfectly among
any hotel decor, while the rounded corners and rust-free plastic top panel on the 30" unit
are specially designed to link up with your choice of Prodigy Plus® cube ice machines.

Easy and safe access.
With its unique power-lock switch, the iceValet® ensures operator safety during maintenance
while its easy-access bin door provides for quick cleaning and service without the need to
remove the ice machine head.

ICEVALET HOTEL ICE DISPENSERS
®

MODEL 			

HD22 		

HD30

ICE STORAGE (LB.)* 		120		180
WIDTH			22"		30"
DEPTH			

33.5" 		

33.5"

HEIGHT**			47.25"		 47.25"
* Figures are based on water-cooled units. See individual spec sheets for air- and
remote-cooled units.
** Add 6" height for legs.
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ID SERIES DISPENSERS

Dispensing the highest quality every day.
Built with heavy-duty components and durable materials, Scotsman’s ID Series dispensers deliver
real dependability that stands up to even the most demanding conditions. From the insulated drip
tray that prevents damaging condensation leaks to the stainless steel exterior panels that provide
a clean, contemporary appearance, the ID Series is the perfect match for Prodigy Plus® cube and
nugget ice machines. With self-serve capability that both you and your customers can count on,
you’ll enjoy a truly reliable solution across a range of configurations and applications.
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Designed for maximum flexibility.
Available in 22" and 30" widths to fit the most popular specifications for today’s facilities,
the ID Series pairs seamlessly with Scotsman’s lineup of Prodigy Plus® cube and nugget
ice machines — not only providing exceptional value but also ensuring a factory-tested,
aesthetically pleasing system.

Built to last.
The ID Series features rust-free plastic storage bins and easy-to-clean stainless steel exteriors
that resist corrosion and the wear of everyday use.

ID SERIES DISPENSERS
MODEL 			

ID150 		

ID200 		

ID250

ICE STORAGE (LB.)* 		

150 		

200 		

250

WIDTH			

22"		

30" 		

30"

DEPTH			

30" 		

30" 		

30"

HEIGHT			

35.63"		

35.63" 		

39.63"

* Figures are based on water-cooled units. See individual spec sheets for air- and remote-cooled units.
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STORAGE BINS

Modular Storage Bins
With sleek contemporary styling, tool-free cleaning and capacities up to 900 pounds of
storage, Scotsman’s modular storage bins pair seamlessly with modular Prodigy Plus® cube,
flake and nugget ice machines. Featuring a built-in scoop holder and an easily removable
baffle, these corrosion-resistant designs include a recessed drain fitting for maximum
flexibility when installing.
Spring-loaded door hinge keeps door open while accessing ice supply
Available in both metallic and polyethylene exterior finish
U.S.-manufactured in our award-winning facility in Fairfax, SC
AHRI-, NSF-certified
Ice scoop included
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B322S

B530S

B230P

B842S

B330P

B948S

Large Storage Bins
Scotsman’s large storage bins are constructed from durable stainless steel with special
galvanized back and bottom panels for added strength. With capacities ranging from
approximately 1,100-1,700 pounds of storage, these versatile designs can be paired with
most Scotsman ice machines using an adjustable bin top filler panel.
Spring-loaded door hinge keeps door open while
accessing ice supply
Seamless polyethylene liner provides improved sanitation

BH1100SS

Surfaces are scratch- and scuff-resistant
Features a roto-molded pouch door that does not sweat
Pouch-style door can be installed without tools in less
than five minutes

Ice Express Systems
With Scotsman Ice Express Systems, it’s easy to transport large quantities of ice safely and
quickly — anywhere it’s needed. The system’s design promotes ice flow from the bottom
of the bin, delivering fresh, clean ice every time. And with stainless steel construction
and polyethylene ice carts available for all models, the ice supply
remains preserved and protected longer.
Eliminates need for ice buckets or scooping into carts
Foam insulation preserves ice for extended use
ICS1

Sanitary, scratch- and scuff-resistant polyethylene interior
is easy to clean

STORAGE BINS
MODELS
FINISH

B322S**

B230P

B330P**

B530P/S**

B842S**

B948S**

BH1100BB/SS

BH1300BB/SS

BH1600BB/SS

M

Poly

Poly

Poly or M

M

M

‡‡‡

‡‡‡

‡‡‡

ICE STORAGE (LB.)

370

242

344

536

778

893

1,100

1,400

1,755

WIDTH

22"

30"

30"

30"

42"

48"

48"

60"

60"

DEPTH

34"

31"

34"

34"

34"

34"

34"

34"

34"

HEIGHT

44"

28"

30"

44"

44"

44"

50"

50"

62"

Add 6" height for legs • SS = Stainless steel • ** Internal scoop holder • ‡‡‡ Stainless steel with galvanized back and bottom • M = Metallic finish
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FI LT R AT I O N

Better ice starts with better filtration.
with

®

AquaPatrol Plus— Filtration optimized for your
Scotsman unit.
®

®

with

When it comes to making fresh-tasting ice, there’s no substitute for clean water and optimal
machine sanitation. That’s why Scotsman offers the powerful AquaDefense® system — a
multimethod approach that protects your ice machine from undesirable microbes, bacteria, mold
and algae. Using advanced defensive means, the components of the AquaDefense® system work
together to ensure consistently sanitary conditions throughout your Scotsman unit.

®

®

®

From reducing dirt and rust particles to inhibiting mineral buildup, Scotsman’s AquaPatrol® Plus
filtration system ensures the highest levels of sanitation for your ice machine. Thanks to its unique
design, AquaPatrol® Plus leaves chlorine in the water initially, then removes it during the icemaking process itself — keeping the machine clean longer while helping provide fresh, odor-free
ice. The latest design features even better filtration capabilities and a smaller footprint.

AquaBullet — Protecting your cube ice
machine around the clock.
®

®

Combining the power of key minerals including metal oxides, Scotsman’s AquaBullet® system
is specifically designed to provide one-step drop-in treatment for sump water. Its custom
EPA-registered media interferes with the cell replication of microorganisms, inhibiting the
growth of a variety of mold, bacteria and algae that can cause slime.

AquaArmor™ — Built-in protection for lasting coverage.

with

Using the antimicrobial properties of silver, Scotsman’s built-in AquaArmor™ protection is molded
directly into critical ice machine components. It’s progressive inorganic AgION® compound helps
prevent the growth of unwanted microorganisms and is effective for the life of the machine.
®

SSM Plus by Everpure — Extend the life of your
machine.
®

®

®
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With studies showing filtration can reduce unscheduled water-related maintenance calls by as
much as 40%, it’s essential to have a reliable solution you can count on. Our SSM Plus water
filtration systems by Everpure® contain the antimicrobial power of AgION® and feature ultrafine
half-micron construction and food-grade polyphosphate.

AP3-P

SSM3-P

FILTRATION

GOOD
SCALE

SLIME

SLIME

(in Hard Water)
(in Water)
(in Water)
		
due to carbon filter,
due to untreated well
		

removing chlorine

water, no chlorine

SLIME

BETTER

(Airborne)

(Airborne)

SLIME

SAND/DIRT

due to treated city
water, with chlorine

due to yeast from
breadmaking, beer, wine

due to new or
close construction

(in Water)

BEST
TASTE/ODOR
(in Water)

AQUABULLET®
AQUAPATROL®
PLUS
SSM PLUS FILTER
COARSE PREFILTER
CLEAR 1™
DESCALER
WATERSENSE
ADAPTIVE
PURGE CONTROL
AGION®*
* AgION® is a trademark of AgION Technologies and is registered with the EPA.
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RECOGN I T I O N / WA RR A N T Y

Recognized for excellence.
Backed by our experts.
With millions of Scotsman machines hard at work around the world, we’re proud to be a
global leader in ice-making innovation. For more than half a century, we’ve been pioneering
the development of reliable, cost-saving equipment for a full spectrum of commercial and
non-commercial facilities — and our commitment to research, quality and customer service
only continues to grow.

Best in class.
In 2010, Scotsman was a recipient of the Overall Best in Class award from Foodservice
Equipment & Supplies magazine, as well as the Best in Class award as voted by dealers.

A leader in efficiency.
Scotsman earned the ENERGY STAR Partner of the Year Award in 2013 and 2012, and in 2011,
Scotsman was the recipient of the ENERGY STAR Award for Excellence in Energy-Efficient
Product Design. With numerous ENERGY STAR-qualified models to choose from, Scotsman’s
Prodigy Plus® ice machines help reduce energy and water consumption, making a difference
for both the environment and the bottom line. Many models qualify for energy efficiency
rebates from local utility companies. Visit www.energystar.gov for more details.

Setting the standard for innovation.
In 2007, our Prodigy® cube ice machine was presented the Kitchen Innovations™ Award by
the National Restaurant Association, recognizing the Prodigy® ice machine as one of the most
innovative products in the world. Prodigy® was also named a finalist for the coveted Product
of the Year Award from the Foodservice Consultants Society International (FCSI) in 2006 and
2007 (cube ice machine) and 2010 (nugget ice machine).

Committed to smart design.
H
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Scotsman ice systems are proudly manufactured in Fairfax, South Carolina. Our award-winning
production facility is IS09001-2008 certified to help ensure every machine is built to last.
Scotsman was also the recipient of the Excellence in Product Design Award from ENERGY STAR
and was named as a Shingo Award finalist, exemplifying our company-wide focus on setting
and meeting the highest standards.

Get the Scotsman unit that’s right for you.
With KCL AutoCAD, Autoquotes and our collection of Revit® files available for every ice
machine, bin and dispenser we offer, we’ve taken the guesswork out of specifying for your
new build or renovation. Now it’s easy to avoid costly mistakes and oversights — and there’s
no need to build your own BIM ice equipment files. At Scotsman, we’re always committed to
helping you do more.

Experience truly global sales and service.
Our dedicated worldwide sales and service network provides product availability and
maintenance exactly when and where you need it. In the event of a warranty claim, we’re
committed to providing prompt, effective technical assistance and support to your operation.
It’s a promise we take seriously.

WARRANTIES
PRODIGY PLUS®
ECLIPSE®,
PRODIGY PLUS®
CUBERS & HOTEL
DISPENSERS

3-Year Parts
3-Year Labor
5-Year Parts & Labor on Evaporator
5-Year Parts on Compressor & Condenser
1-Year Parts & Labor on CU50

PRODIGY PLUS®
FLAKERS &
NUGGETS

3-Year Parts

ESSENTIAL ICE™

3-Year Parts

3-Year Labor
5-Year Parts on Compressor

3-Year Labor

MERIDIAN™

3-Year Parts
3-Year Labor
5-Year Parts on Compressor & Condenser

COUNTERTOP
DISPENSERS

2-Year Parts

BINS

3-Year Parts

1-Year Labor Except TouchFree

3-Year Labor
5-Year Parts & Labor on BH1100, BH1300 & BH1600

FILTRATION
SYSTEMS

5-Year on Parts Only
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For information on our complete line of industry-leading products, call
1-800-SCOTSMAN (1-800-726-8762) or visit www.scotsman-ice.com.
For technical assistance, call 1-800-533-6006.
For questions or concerns, email customer.relations@scotsman-ice.com.

Scotsman Ice Systems, an Ali Group Brand
© Copyright Scotsman Ice Systems 2015 All rights reserved.
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